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THE NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR ENVIRONMENT NETWORK (NLEN) is a non-profit, non-governmental 

organisation dedicated to the conservation, restoration and sustainable use of our province‘s natural heritage. The NLEN serves as an 

umbrella group for non-profit organisations working across the province that share the goals of environmental conservation and 

education. The NLEN works to promote collaboration and communication amongst all stakeholders on environmental issues; 

contributes to environmental policy development; and builds capacity of the environmental non-profit sector. The NLEN is directed by 

a volunteer steering committee composed of representatives of its member organisations who are elected at the NLEN‘s annual general 

meeting. The NLEN is an affiliate of the Canadian Environmental Network.  

 

WE WANT TO KNOW WHAT YOU THINK. Please forward comments and feedback on this publication to nlen.ed@gmail.com or call our 

office at 709-753-7898.  

 

YOU CAN SUPPPORT THE NLEN by making a financial donation or by volunteering with us or one of our member groups. Contact our 

office to find out how.  

 

 

ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION 

This publication highlights the work of several of NLEN‘s members and associate member groups in 2010. The articles were voluntarily 

contributed by these organisations following a call for submissions by the NLEN in December 2010. The three feature stories explore 

significant environmental issues facing the province in 2010.  

CONTRIBUTORS:  Michael Collins, Justin Dearing, Sarah Ferber, Julie Huntington, Ian Jones, Ken Kavanagh, Nicholas Kelly, Rick Kelly, 

Darcy MacRae, Margaret McKeon, Greg Mitchell, Bill Montevecchi, Sarah O‘Rourke, Arch Pitcher, Don Quigley, Toby Rowe, Stephanie 

Simms,  Helen Spencer, Sister Mary Tee, Piotr Trela, and Martin von Mirbach. 

Concept and design: Chris Hogan, NLEN 

Year in Review 2010 is published by the Newfoundland and Labrador Environment Network (NLEN). The opinions expressed by 

contributors are their own and do not necessarily represent the views of the NLEN or its member groups.  

View the report online at www.nlen.ca/who-we-are/documents/. 
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Foreword 

 

Welcome to the Newfoundland and Labrador Environment Network’s 2010 Year in Review. With this 

publication we‘ve taken a snapshot of some of the incredible work being carried out by member organisations of the Newfoundland and 

Labrador Environment Network. These groups and their networks of volunteers have certainly been very busy  – they‘ve been carrying 

out habitat restoration projects, clean-ups, public education campaigns, and seeking ways to strengthen our environmental policies and 

laws. Collectively, these efforts are helping Newfoundland and Labrador shift towards a more environmentally sustainable place to live, 

work and play. 

In addition to the stories submitted by our member organisations, we have also sought to highlight some key environmental issues and 

events in 2010. We‘ve include feature stories on Hurricane Igor, environmental management in our offshore oil sector in the wake of 

the Gulf of Mexico oil disaster, and efforts to protect Sandy Pond on the southern Avalon Peninsula. 

We sincerely thank all of the contributors who made this publication possible. We wish you success with your efforts to advance 

sustainability initiatives in 2011 and hope you enjoy this look back on 2010.  
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Margaret McKeon  

Co-chair, NLEN Steering Committee 

NLEN representative to the Canadian Environmental Network 

Julie Huntington 

Co-chair, NLEN Steering Committee 



Newfoundland and Labrador Environment Network — 2010 Highlights 
 

One of the NLEN’s key objectives is to bring groups together to 

tackle environmental issues. In 2010 we partnered with the Environmental Policy Unit 

of Grenfell Campus to hold a pair of forums in St. John‘s and Corner Brook on the issue 

of Children‘s Environmental Health. More than 50 people participated in these forums, 

representing the health care sector, environmental NGOS, health NGOs, child care 

providers and academia. Reports from the forums as well as a new resource database 

on Children‘s Environmental Health can be found on the NLEN‘s website1. Following-up 

on this event, the NLEN co-hosted a pair of smaller events linked to the topic of 

environmental health:  1. in partnership with FEASt, we organized a tour of the FEASt 

Family Garden in Pippy Park for the MacMorran Community Centre, which included 

activities on the food web, composting, and pesticides; 2. in partnership with LeadNL 

and St. John‘s Safer Soils, we hosted a round-table discussion with Dr. Howard Mielke 

(Tulane / Xavier Centre for Bioenvironmental Research, New Orleans), an expert on 

heavy metal contamination in cities.  Also in the field of environmental health, the 

NLEN has been active in 2010 in supporting the work of the Coalition for Alternatives to 

Pesticides-NL, a grass-roots group of individuals and organisations that are promoting a 

province-wide ban on the cosmetic use of pesticides.  

2010 was designated by the United Nations as the International Year of Biodiversity. 

NLEN helped promote the International Year by preparing a report on activities of our member groups related to biodiversity work in 

the province. This report was part of a larger ―Biodiversity Champions2‖ project of the Canadian Environment Network that 

documented the biodiversity initiatives of ENGOs across Canada. We also initiated discussions amongst our member groups on provincial 

implementation of the new 2020 Convention on Biodiversity targets, and development of a provincial biodiversity strategy and action 

plan.   
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Scott Vaughan, Federal Commissioner of the 

Environment and Sustainable Development, 

presenting findings from his office's Fall Report to 

parliament to a St. John‘s audience, December 

15, 2010. This presentation was one of several 

events organised over the past year by NLEN and 

its partners to advance public dialogue on 

environmental issues.  
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Public outreach  

The NLEN‘s main public outreach tools are the weekly E-Update and our website, www.nlen.ca. Subscriptions to the E-Update climbed 

steadily over the year. We currently reach about 875 people each week. We‘re proud that this is the ―go to‖ source for information on 

environmental events, jobs, news and more in the province.  

We organized a number of public events over the year to support the activities of our member groups, and contribute to public debate 

on important environmental issues. Our ―Lunch and Learn‖ speakers series featured the Newfoundland and Labrador Lung Association 

sponsored Retire Your Ride program in August. In September we partnered with the MMSB and the Northeast Avalon Atlantic Coastal 

Action Program for a public screening of the film Clean Bin, a documentary about living waste-free for a complete year. In December 

we partnered with the Environmental Policy Unit of Grenfell Campus to host a public meeting and question and answer session 

featuring Scott Vaughan, Federal Environment Commissioner, who presented findings from his office‘s Fall report to parliament.   

Policy development 

The NLEN contributes to environmental policy development through research, communication and networking activities. In 2010 we 

made submissions on two discussion papers produced by the provincial government: Coastal and Ocean Management Strategy and 

Policy Framework for Newfoundland and Labrador and Responding to Climate Change in Newfoundland and Labrador. Our submissions 

can be viewed on our website. 

Capacity development 

The NLEN‘s role in capacity development is of particular importance to the smaller organisations in our network. Our Member Support 

Program3 provides small grants to assist NLEN member organisations with expenses such as attending conferences, planning events or 

producing educational materials. Over 2010 we issued grants totally 

approximately $1500 to our members. Though there is not a large amount of 

money available in this fund, we find that even small amounts of assistance can 

go a long way. One of our major priorities in 2011 is to increase the financial 

strength, and hence long-term capacity, of the ENGO sector in the province. 

1.www.nlen.ca/issues/environmental-health/childrens-environmental-health 

2. www.cen-rce.org/eng/consultations/consultations_in_progress/10_03_IYB_champions.html 

3. www.nlen.ca/our-network/member-support-program 
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GET IN TOUCH >> Newfoundland and 

Labrador Environment Network  

Contact: Chris Hogan, Executive Director 

Email: nlen.ed@gmail.com 

Website: www.nlen.ca 
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Hurricane Igor exemplifies the importance of accommodating 
environmental contingencies in developmental planning 
 

By Dr. Bill Montevecchi 
 

The power and fury of Hurricane Igor provided firsthand experience of our 

vulnerability to natural environmental events. The force and the damage wreaked by 

such a once-in-a-century event are shocking and depending on circumstance can be 

terrifying and life-threatening. Increases in extreme weather events are predicted by 

climate change models, so we have to be prepared and plan for environmental surprises. 
 

Much of the damage imposed by the hurricane was historically unprecedented and 

unavoidable. Yet much of havoc and destruction can be attributed to failures of roadway 

construction to accommodate natural water flow regimes. 
 

Giving Mother Nature her due 

Many if not most of the roadway blowouts in isolated communities were associated with 

inadequate water passage. Small pipeline culverts, the civil engineering choice of the 

day, often do provide adequate water flow for rivers, streams and wetland connections 

that are severed by road construction. 
 

The environmental inadequacies of roadway engineering are so obvious around the 

province. An extreme environmental event like Igor shows the inadequacy engineering practices. Pipeline culverts often sit above 

extant water levels and prevent the free flow of water. They frequently provide barriers to the movements of fishes. This has been the 

case in some of the province‘s best trout and Atlantic salmon rivers. Pipeline culverts need phasing out and replacement with large 

inverted U-shaped water passageways and where necessary with bridges. These structures permit better water flow and also leave 

natural stream and river beds intact. The river beds are important for well-being of trout, salmon and other aquatic insects and 

animals. Arguments that such structures are too expensive do not stand up in comparison to the massive costs that are now required to 

repair the unnecessary devastation that inadequate civil and environmental engineering has caused. 
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Satellite image of Hurricane Igor as it moves 

across Newfoundland, September 22, 2010. 
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Paying attention to the surrounding environment 

The low-lying community of Gambo often experiences severe flooding during heavy rains. Much 

of the forested highlands above the community have been clear-cut and are scarred with 

skidder trails. Clear-cutting practices kill the networks of the trees‘ root systems that hold 

water and soil in place.  
 

Forests prevent torrents from raging over open ground. Marshes, bogs and wetlands provide the 

similar types of environmental buffers and services by retaining, filtering and cleaning water. 

Filling wetlands is a standard developmental practice that is the cause of much severe damage 

when nature acts out beyond the average. Sadly and perilously, developmental plans too often 

ignore adequate consideration of environmental services and risks. Rapid-return economics 

take priority over environmental accommodation. The developers and the governmental 

regulators are rarely if ever called to account for failed responsibilities.  
 

Who were the politicians who approved poor environmental decisions? 

Almost any public building or structure that was supported by citizens‘ taxes is certain to have a permanent brass plaque crediting the 

name of the minister sitting in the relevant portfolio at the time of construction. This rather outdated convention is also an 

inconsistent one. Shouldn‘t there also be plaques with the names of the Ministers of Transport and Environment alongside the small 

culverts and barrier causeways and at failed industrial developments that resulted in major environmental, social and health costs? A 

name and a signature carry a great deal of responsibility, especially when people and the environment are the bottom line. 
 

Extreme weather events are predicted to increase 

Climate change models predict increases in extreme weather events, and we certainly seem to be experiencing some of those extremes 

in recent times.  So like it or not, developments, involving housing projects, hydro power, industrial facilities, hydrocarbon and mineral 

extraction, forestry, etc., have to accommodate ecosystem well-being and environmental contingencies. If not, other Igor-like 

occurrences will take unnecessary tolls in human capital and survival. These matters are so obvious yet we too often seem totally 

detached from the environment that sustains us, particularly when there is money to be made.  Let‘s do something about this. As 

Dilbert says ―I want my unconditional optimism back.‖ 
 

Dr. Bill Montevecchi is a University Research Professor of Psychology, Biology and Ocean Sciences at Memorial University of Newfoundland. A 
modified version of this article was originally published in the Northeast Avalon Times – Birds I View column, October 2010.  
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Washout following Hurricane Igor. 
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The Sandy Pond Alliance takes legal action to protect Canada’s 

freshwater resources           By The Sandy Pond Alliance 
 

The Sandy Pond Alliance launched a legal challenge against the federal 

government June 4, 2010 for allowing the dumping of mining waste into Canadian lakes 

and rivers.  
 

The Sandy Pond Alliance is arguing in the Federal Court of Canada that a loophole in the 

Fisheries Act that has led to metal mining companies seeking permission to dump toxic 

waste into lakes since 2006 should be deemed illegal. 
 

"This regulation violates federal law," says Newfoundland-based lawyer, Owen Myers. 

"The principal function of the Fisheries Act is the conservation of fish and aquatic 

ecosystems. The challenged regulations essentially amend the Act by regulation which is 

unlawful." 
 

While the coalition emerged out of efforts to protect Sandy Pond, a lake near Long 

Harbour, Newfoundland, the issue is of national significance. 
 

"We started this campaign in Newfoundland to protect all lakes being threatened under 

this loophole in the Fisheries Act," says Bill Montevecchi, University Research Professor, 

Memorial University of Newfoundland. 
 

Among the threatened lakes are Fish Lake in British Columbia, in the heart of Tsilhqot'in 

territory, and Bamoos Lake, just off the northern shore of Lake Superior near Marathon, 

Ontario. 
 

"We are not opposed to mining, but allowing the destruction of healthy bodies of water 

is unconscionable," says Ken Kavanagh Council of Canadians chapter chair for St. John's 

and Director of the Sandy Pond Alliance.   
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Sandy Pond, Long Harbour. Proposed site of Vale‘s 

mine tailings pond. 
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Who is the Sandy Pond Alliance? 
 

The Sandy Pond Alliance is a 

coalition that includes the Council 

of Canadians, Mining Watch Canada, 

the Natural History Society of 

Newfoundland and Labrador, Sierra 

Club Atlantic, along with scientists 

and activists in Newfoundland in 

Labrador.  

[Note: A modified version of this news release was issued 

by the Sandy Pond Alliance on June 4, 2010.] 



Development Not Destruction: Sandy Pond 

Open letter to the residents of Long Harbour/ Mount Arlington Heights from the Sandy Pond Alliance, May 29, 2010  

 

Dear Residents: 

The Sandy Pond Alliance is a recently formed organization of Newfoundland and Labrador citizens joined by 

knowledgeable people from across Canada who are concerned with the continued destruction of natural environments 

around mining and smelting sites in our province. 

The Long Harbour nickel smelting project brings great hope for an area that is in great need of economic 

development and job creation. We support the realization of that hope if done in a manner that respects people, 

communities and the environment. However we do oppose unnecessary damage to the natural environment, in 

particular natural ponds, lakes, and streams. These forms of natural habitat are unique and cannot be replaced 

once destroyed. We want to see this smelter development completed properly so that your children, grand-

children, community, and region are not left with a legacy of an unhealthy community and a toxic natural 

environment. 

The fundamental problem with this development has to do with a flaw in the Fisheries Act. Under that Act, it 

would be illegal to dump harmful substances into fish-bearing waters but under a little known subsection of the 

mining effluent regulations, a lake or a pond can be classified as a “tailings impoundment areas.” 

When nickel was first discovered in Labrador in the mid-1990s there was much discussion that this time the 

development should be “different” and undertaken for the benefit of Newfoundlanders and Labradorians. We hold to 

the position that the benefits should be both short-term and long-term. Under the current situation there will 

be many benefits over the next 20 years, however when the smelting operation is finished we will be left with a 

toxic tailings pond (Sandy Pond) and the responsibility to look after it forever, with little if any funds to do 

so. Is this what we want to leave to future generations? 

Both levels of government have approved Vale Inco’s Hydromet Nickel Processing Plan but it is not too late to 

speak out and seek less destructive environmental alternatives for the development. If you are concerned and 

support such an approach, you can call your MP, MHA, Town Council and Vale Inco officials, write a letter to the 

editor or call an open line show to express your concern and promote a change in the method chosen to manage 

toxic waste from this project. Finally, we ask you to join our group and support our efforts to stop the 

destruction of Sandy Pond and ultimately, the destruction of any pond or lake in Canada through revisions to the 

Fisheries Act. This is the time to make the decision to do the right thing. No more give-aways.  

Thank you for your consideration,  

Sandy Pond Alliance  (savesandypond@gmail.com)   

P.O. Box 354 Water Street, St. John’s, NL  A1C 1C0 
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Newfoundland’s offshore oil sector: Are we doing 
enough to protect our marine environment?  
 

By Chris Hogan, Newfoundland and Labrador Environment Network 
 

The April 20, 2010 British Petroleum oil rig blowout in the Gulf of Mexico precipitated the largest 

accidental marine oil spill in the history of the petroleum industry, and what is likely the most 

significant environmental disaster in US history. Its environmental and economic impacts will 

continue to be felt in the Gulf states and beyond for years to come. It took three months to cap 

the well, by which time nearly 5 million barrels of oil had gushed into the Gulf. The Gulf disaster 

set off questioning in this province about the risks associated with our own offshore oil industry. 

Only three weeks following the BP blowout, Chevron began drilling in the Orphan Basin, the 

deepest offshore site ever drilled in the Canada, and one of the new frontiers for 

Newfoundland‘s offshore industry. The question on everyone‘s mind was of course, could it 

happen here too? 

There are currently three oil production sites in Newfoundland‘s offshore: Hibernia (onstream 

since 1997), Terra Nova (since 2002), and White Rose (since 2005). The province negotiated a 

deal on development of a fourth project, Hebron, which is expected to come onstream between 

2016 and 2018. As of January 2009, the three active projects reached a combined total of one 

billion barrels of oil produced. But what do we know about the industry‘s environmental 

performance? 

The industry regulator, the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board 

(CNLOPB), publishes oil spill statistics1 annually, as reported by the companies. These figures 

indicate that 417 spill events have occurred between 1997 and 2009, totaling 434,994 litres of 

synthetic based drilling fluid and other hydrocarbons lost in the ocean. In most years there are 

between 25-40 spill events totaling approximately 10,000 litres or less. November 21, 2004 saw 

significant spill events however when 160,000 litres of oil spilled at the Terra Nova field. 
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Oiled Thick-billed Murre near Cape Race, 

Nov 28, 2004. Seabird mortality resulting 

from the Nov 21, 2004 Terra Nova spill of 

160,000 litres — the largest spill to date 

in Newfoundland‘s offshore — is unknown.  

2010 
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What has been the environmental impact of 434,994 litres (or approximately 2,736 barrels) of oil spilled in our ocean? Looking at the 

most significant event, the 2004 Terra Nova spill, there are no clear conclusions on the impacts on seabirds and other ocean mammals. 

A government report2 published in October 2006 states that between 10,000 and 16,000 auks were ―put at risk‖ by the spill, but does 

not provide figures on mortality due to insufficient data. According to Dr. Ian Jones, a seabird ecologist with Memorial University, ―To 

date CNLOPB has released no meaningful information on the 2004 Terra Nova spill impacts on migratory birds.‖ Jones raises serious 

concerns about the quality and independence of environmental monitoring in the offshore. ―Monitoring of chronic oil pollution from 

offshore oil and gas activity in general is inadequate,‖ states Jones. ―Due to lack of independent observers on platforms, lack of aerial 

surveillance, and lack of public disclosure of details of pollution events or even the methods used to monitor these, no credible 

program is in place to monitor pollution.‖ 

Jones raises questions even more fundamental questions about whether there is adequate legislation in place to protect seabirds and 

other marine mammals from pollution from offshore oil industry activities. Jones states, ―Offshore oil and gas operations in Atlantic 

Canada are exempt from most environmental regulations that might protect migratory birds. The effectiveness of the Canada-

Newfoundland Atlantic Accord Implementation Act in ensuring mitigation of seabird mortality due to oil spills appears to be negligible.‖ 

In the wake of the Gulf oil disaster former Premier Williams pledged in the House of Assembly that Newfoundland and Labrador will 

adopt the ―best practices in the world‖ in terms of offshore environmental safety. Experts have in fact already made ―best practice‖ 

recommendations to guide Newfoundland‘s offshore industry. The Environmental Assessment panel for the Terra Nova project, for 

example, recommended that independent observers be on board the rig at all times, yet this recommendation was not followed. Jones 

points to conclusions of the recent Justice Robert Wells Inquiry into offshore safety as ―a bright bit of action‖, insofar as Wells has 

defined safety to include environmental protection. Given such an understanding of offshore safety, Wells‘ chief recommendation – 

creation of a new, independent, and standalone Safety Regulator for the offshore – implies that such a body would have oversight over 

environmental issues. Wells concludes his report with the following message: ―The interests and concerns of the public extend 

especially to safety, which encompasses prevention of injury, prevention of loss of life, and protection of the environment [emphasis 

added]. After catastrophic disasters over the years, the most recent being the Deepwater Horizon tragedy in the Gulf of Mexico in 

2010, we are beginning to understand that we are all stakeholders now.‖ 

 

1. http://www.cnlopb.nl.ca/env_stat.shtml   2. http://dsp-psd.pwgsc.gc.ca/Collection/CW69-5-461E.pdf 

For detailed information on the 2004 Terra Nova oil spill see Dr. Ian Jones‘ website: http://www.mun.ca/serg/acwern/TerraNova.html 
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Brother Brennan Environmental Education Centre 

Operated by the Environmental Education Commission 
 

The Brother Brennan Centre is about children having a chance to experience Newfoundland wilderness and learn about the plants, 

animals and fungi that live there. It‘s also about sharing, co-operation and learning about green choices. This comes with a philosophy 

that children learn best when they feel safe and are having fun. To make the most of their two day experience at the brother Brennan 

Centre students are kept busy and active. In 2010 about 1,800 school students went home happy and exhausted! 

Each year the Environmental Education Commission hires three teaching assistants to help the Eastern School District teacher deliver 

day-time environmental programs and to run a night hike to the fairy stump and a campfire and games. Teaching staff generally have 

as much fun as the students, but they work very hard too. This fall we were fortunate to have an additional staff member in the form 

of a Conservation Corp intern. Having an extra staff person made a big difference to the number of students in each group on 

interpretive strolls through the forest. Smaller numbers mean everyone sees more, hears more and gets to have their questions 

answered. Thank-you CCNL. 
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Students make shelter while learning about 

wilderness survival.  

Happy to be at the Brother Brennan Centre Students nature journaling 

2010 



Wind-turbines installed in 2009, thanks to the Newfoundland Green fund, 

continued to provide electrical power for the Centre until they broke in early 

summer. Fortunately the new system meant the back-up generator could be used 

more efficiently than before. Maintenance staff and a ‗Friend‘ of the Brother 

Brennan Centre were able to repair one of the turbines easily. The other had to 

be removed to be repaired. The wind turbines are a blessing, but there is a 

learning curve to their operation and maintenance. They continue to be a focus 

for teaching about climate change and the importance of students making choices 

that reduce greenhouse gas production. In order to encourage real action towards 

reducing carbon footprints, the Brother Brennan Centre is putting out a challenge 

to all grade 5 to 12 classes or clubs in the Eastern School District to become the 

best environmental stewards that they can be. In June 2011, a grand prize of an 

all inclusive one night/one day stay at the Brother Brennan Centre will be 

awarded to the group who is judged to be the ‗greenest‘. For details see our 

website. 

During the summer and week-ends of 2010 the Brother Brennan Centre was rented 

by groups who run their own environmentally friendly camps and retreats. Also 

the ‗Friends‘ of the Brother Brennan Centre hosted two fundraising week-end 

workshops – ―Much Ado About Painting‖ with Barbara Pratt and ―Much Ado About 

Lichens‖ with Mac Pitcher. Both were great successes. Watch out for more Much 

Ado About retreats in 2011. 
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Friends together in the woods.  

GET IN TOUCH >> Brother Brennan Environmental Education Centre 

Contact: Helen Spencer, Environmental Education Teacher 
Email: helenspencer@esdnl.ca 
Website: www.brotherbrennancentre.ca 

mailto:helenspencer@esdnl.ca
http://www.brotherbrennancentre.ca


Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society — NL  
 

2010 has been a successful year for CPAWS-NL. We have 

been busy with public outreach, projects and working 

collaboratively with ENGOs and other governmental 

stakeholder groups in various environmental issues. Our 

greatest achievements of the year are the Adopt-A-Beach 

program and the Dare to be Deep Tour. 

Adopt-A-Beach is a CPAWS-NL led initiative aimed to recruit 

volunteers to be stewards in their local communities to 

monitor birds washed up on local beaches. Beached bird 

surveys are a valuable tool to monitor various sources of 

mortality occurring in the marine environment including 

exposure to oil pollution, entanglement with fishing gear 

and weather-related strandings. By using local volunteers 

our goal is to increase public awareness on the use of birds 

as indicator species for the health of the marine 

environment. 

\Every volunteer is supplied with a survey kit that includes 

rubber gloves and all other necessary materials. They are 

trained by a wildlife biologist from Environment Canada‘s Canadian Wildlife Service. The data collected will then be used to provide 

scientific based information that can help with management decisions at various levels. 

This past year, CPAWS-NL has engaged and trained 10 new volunteers along the Southern Shore of Newfoundland. There is current 

interest from Stella Maris Academy to incorporate the program into a school assignment which we are very excited about! Interested in 

joining our team of volunteers? If would like to know more about this program or would like to volunteer, please contact us at 

nlmarine@cpaws.org, via phone at (709)726-5800 or visit our webpage at www.cpawsnl.org. 
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Adopt-a-Beach training, Ragged Beach, 

Witless Bay. 

2010 
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Sarah O‘Rourke, CPAWS-NL Marine 

Coordinator, dressed as a lobster for 

public outreach. 
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GET IN TOUCH >> Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society — NL  

Contact: Suzanne Dooley 

Email: sdooley@cpaws.org 

Website: www.cpawsnl.org 

On November 8, 2010 CPAWS-NL hosted the 6th stop of the Dare to be Deep 

Tour – A National Tour for Canada‘s Oceans. The event occurred in Hampton 

Hall at the Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University of 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

The Ocean Tour is a CPAWS National and CPAWS-BC initiated and funded event 

to celebrate the ocean and its protection for future generations. The catalyst 

for the idea of this tour was the establishment of a National Marine 

Conservation Area (NMCA) in the Gwaii Haanas in British Columbia. Considered 

the Galapagos of the north, Gwaii Haanas is Canada‘s first deep sea NMCA. 

The evening consisted of informative talks from Sabine Jessen, CPAWS National 

Manager- Oceans and Great Freshwater Lakes Program, Jeff Anderson, Parks 

Canada and a Haida Nation representative. Highlights of the evening included 

ceremonies by both local first nations and the Haida from BC. The St. John‘s 

Native Friendship Centre provided a drum group; The Four winds Traditional 

Drum Group. Their ceremony included recognizing Beothuk land as well as 

other First Nations groups-the Mikmaq, the Innu and the Inuit through words 

and songs. The Haida ceremony was a wonderful experience showcasing their 

way of life by sharing their stories and history. 
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Haida dancer at the CPAWS-NL hosted Dare to be Deep 

Tour – A National Tour for Canada’s Oceans. 
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Food Security Network of Newfoundland and Labrador 

The past year has witnessed unprecedented growth in interest, 

commitment and activity related to food security in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. Groups across the province are starting community gardens, 

community kitchens, community freezers, community greenhouses, 

bulk buying clubs, and farmers‘ markets. 

 

FSN has been actively working to support and encourage this progress 

by providing tools, resources, and networking opportunities to 

community groups across the province.  

Over the past year, FSN has introduced several new initiatives and 

resources for use across the province, has piloted a new approach for 

engaging communities in developing comprehensive community-driven 

food security action plans, and has continued to build relationships and 

partnerships along the way. 

FSN created an Annual Report that highlights the key activities that FSN 

has embarked upon over the period of March 2009 - March 2010. To 

view the full report, become a member, and keep up to date on food 

security work in the province, visit www.foodsecuritynews.com.  

Some of the great successes of the year include: 

NiKigijavut Hopedalimi: Our Food in Hopedale Project- Working in 

close collaboration with the community of Hopedale, this 

project used the Community Food Assessment model to develop 

2010 
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Food Security exists when all people at all 

times have physical and economic access to 

adequate amounts of nutritious, safe, and 

culturally appropriate foods that are 

produced in an environmentally sustainable 

and socially just manner.  

The Food Security Network of 

Newfoundland & Labrador (FSN) is a 

provincial non-profit organization with a 

network of over 500 organizations and 

individuals from across the province.  

Our Vision is a province where all people, at 

all times, have physical and economic access 

to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to 

meet their dietary needs for an active and 

healthy life.  

FSN’s Mission is to actively promote 

comprehensive, community-based solutions 

to ensure physical and economic access to 

adequate and healthy food for all. 



a locally-driven, concrete, achievable action plan addressing food security 

challenges in the community of Hopedale. 

 

Monthly E-News Update- This monthly email is packed with information on upcoming 

events, opportunities, new food security resources, and news-bites.  

 

Provincial Teleconference Series- The teleconference series engaged on average 25 

participants per call from across the province in food security related discussions. 6 

teleconferences were held on topics including: Community Gardens, Buying Local, 

Pillars of Food Security, Nutrition Month, Food Security Policy Groups, and Farmers‘ 

Markets. 

 

Food Security Initiative Inventory- The inventory provides a listing of community food 

security initiatives from across the province that has grown to include over 200 

listings.  

 

World Food Day 2009 Events- FSN worked with community partners to host World 

Food Day celebrations in 5 locations across the province – Labrador City, Corner 

Brook, Marystown, Botwood-Peterview, and St. John‘s. FSN provided copies of the 

film FRESH! to partners to host successful screenings and community events. 
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2010 World Food Day in Hopedale. 

FSN
 

Jane Aucoin and Janet Meaney, FSN Board 

alumni at the 2009 AGM. 

GET IN TOUCH >> Food Security Network of Newfoundland and Labrador 

Contact: Kristie Jameson 

Email: info@foodsecuritynews.com  

Websites: www.foodsecuritynews.com  /  www.rootcellarsrock.ca 
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FEASt — Food Education Action St. John’s 

2010 was an important year for FEASt. In June FEASt held its second AGM and elected its first 

board of directors. Events and workshops committees were also formed and are welcoming 

new volunteers.  

FEASt held its Annual Spring Equinox Celebration in March. This year‘s theme was ―Soil and 

Seeds‖. Workshops were held on soil assessment and enrichment; seed selection; edible 

landscaping; and container gardening. The day included a local food meal, garden-focused 

children‘s activities, and a seed swap. 

Congratulations to all the organizers and volunteers of the FEASt Get Growing Neighbourhoods 

Project for receiving a 2010 Newfoundland & Labrador Environmental Award Honourable 

Mention in the Community Group/Organization category! FEASt was publicly acknowledged by 

the Province, MMSB and the NL Women‘s Institute for efforts in supporting local food 

production and environmental sustainability. 

FEASt and the St. John‘s Farmers‘ Market organized six workshops held outdoors under the 

FEASt tent at the market this summer. Topics ranged from sprouting, to vermicomposting, to 

backyard chicken coops! Throughout the summer FEASt was present at the market selling seeds 

and postcards featuring winning photos of local food from the 2009 FEASt Photo Contest. 

In September FEASt held its second annual Open Garden Day, a chance for the general public 

and gardeners alike to visit local gardens and see what can grow in St. John‘s. 12 community 

and backyard gardens opened their doors to the public this year. A map to the open gardens 

was distributed at the St. John‘s Farmers‘ Market and made available online. 

This year also marked the start of the Oxen Pond Community Garden in collaboration with the Friends of Pippy Park. The garden is 

allotment style and provided 20 12‘ by 4‘ plots to gardeners in its first year.  

FEASt’s mission is to 

take action on 

healthy, sustainable, 

local food issues in 

the St. John’s 

region, through 

creating and linking 

regional food-

related projects, 

public education, 

informing policy, and 

promoting urban 

food growing and 

sharing. 
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Fertile Ground- Growing Together in Pippy Park 

In 2010 FEASt received a grant from the Provincial 

Wellness Grant Program through the Department of 

Health and Community Services to: 

1. Increase collaboration among groups working on 

community gardening in Pippy Park, with a goal of 

creating a 5-year plan to increase farming and 

gardening in the park; 

2. Develop a pilot family/children learning garden in 

Pippy Park; and 

3. Build public awareness about community 

gardening and the unused land in Pippy Park. 

 

Partners on this project include the Friends of Pippy 

Park, the Brother McSheffrey Community Garden, 

the Mercy Centre for Ecology and Justice, the 

Community Garden Alliance, and the Belvedere 

Community Association. 

 

The Family/Children‘s Garden operated every Sunday throughout the summer as a 

place for families with young children to come and learn about food and gardening. 

 

A Pippy Park Workshop Series was held as part of the project. It included workshops on 

ecological literacy – connecting spirituality and gardening; building and maintaining a 

composter; the history of agriculture in St. John‘s; and edible plants of Pippy Park, via 

an edible hike! There was also a one day camp event hosted with NLEN to teach 

children from the MacMorran Community Center about the dangers of pesticides and 

the importance of knowing where your food comes from. 
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Mark Wilson presents on backyard chicken 

coops. 

Rachelle Batstone at the FEASt table. 
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Website: www.feastnl.ca 
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MI Ocean Net: Connecting youth to oceans, marine careers 
 

The Marine Institute‘s MI Ocean Net has a list of many 

great accomplishments, but none are bigger than the 

mind-set it has created with the youth of Newfoundland 

and Labrador. 

Through its Youth and the Oceans Conference series and 

its Friends of Beaches Network, MI Ocean Net has gone to 

great lengths to educate the province‘s young people 

about the importance of healthy and sustainable oceans 

and ocean environments. 

―We aim to initiate, guide and support the engagement 

of youth and community volunteers in all aspects of the 

marine environment, including sustainability, innovation 

and leadership,‖ said Justin Dearing, conference 

coordinator, MI Ocean Net. 

MI Ocean Net‘s Youth and the Oceans Conferences 

celebrate the role of youth in marine environmental 

activity in Newfoundland and Labrador. Junior high and 

high school students and teachers attend the conferences 

each year, taking part in day-long series of thought-

provoking presentations and interactive discussions with 

a focus on marine environmental issues representing 

leadership and career opportunities for youth. 

2010 
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MI Ocean Net‘s Friends of Beaches Network held more than 100 beach cleanups in 2010, 

engaging over 1,100 volunteers who removed more than 20,000 pounds of garbage from 

Newfoundland and Labrador beaches and ocean environments. Pictured here are a group 

of volunteers celebrating a successful cleanup.  



In the spring of 2010, MI Ocean Net delivered four Youth and the Oceans conferences, taking its message to close to 500 students from 

17 communities in Newfoundland and Labrador. Along the way, MI Ocean Net presented 30 awards in environmental excellence to 

young people from around the province. 

MI Ocean Net is preparing seven more Youth and the Ocean Conferences for the near future. 

Between June and November of 2010, MI Ocean Net‘s Friends of Beaches Network set up chapters in Placentia, Burgeo, Arnold‘s Cove, 

Bonavista and Makkovik. The chapters hosted regular cleanups of beaches and ocean environments across Newfoundland and Labrador, 

as did a number of other volunteers and organizations not directly linked to one of the five chapters. 

By the end of November, over 100 cleanups had taken place thanks to the efforts of over 1,100 volunteers. In total, 1,595 garbage bags 

and more than 20,000 pounds of garbage was removed from Newfoundland and Labrador beaches and ocean environments during this 

time. 

―MI Ocean Net provided an opportunity for passionate volunteers to take action regarding the specific issues that threaten the 

sustainability and safe use of our oceans,‖ said Glenn Blackwood, executive director, Marine Institute. ―I believe that the future 

success of our province is dependent upon our young people and our Ocean. MI Ocean Net will continue to link our young people to our 

ocean and identify the enormous opportunities that exist in the marine sectors.‖ 

MI Ocean Net is funded in part by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, which recently announced a further $14,000 of 

support for the group‘s Youth and the Oceans conferences in November. 

Dearing says a number of municipal governments and privates 

businesses have aided the Friends of Beaches Network and Youth and 

the Oceans Conferences, as have the many volunteers who believe in 

MI Ocean Net. 

―It is a good example of what is possible when ordinary people come 

together to make a difference,‖ Dearing said. 
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Mercy Centre for Ecology and Justice 

There was great excitement this year with the move of our Mercy Centre for 

Ecology and Justice to its new and permanent site at 101 Mount Scio Road. 

This new location, situated on about an acre of land with an old farm 

bungalow, provides more adequate space for an office, library, work and 

meeting rooms.  On September 12, 2010 Sisters of Mercy, Mercy Associates, 

friends and coworkers gathered for the blessing of the new location.  

The Mercy Centre operates out of the insights provided by the New Story of 

Creation.  Recognizing the interconnectedness and interrelatedness of all life, 

the Committee for the Centre seeks to serve the whole life community.  We do 

this through reflection and study groups, conferences, garden and youth 

projects and working with other like-minded groups and organizations to bring 

awareness and action to what the late scholar and lover of the Earth, Thomas 

Berry, refers to as ―this Great Work‖. 

Garden Project 

This year proved to be a very successful year for our gardening project.  From the very beginning, a garden was seen as an essential 

component of the Mercy Centre for Ecology and Justice as it offers an opportunity to be in communion with Earth as a living organism 

and provides not only physical nourishment but also peace, harmony and healing energy.  It is heartening to observe how gardening 

provides a shift in thinking to a more organic way. Youth and adults who tend the garden are amazed at witnessing how crops grow 

organically, with care and concern, instead of through forced growth.  Through their engagement with the generosity of nature a 

harvest of nourishing food is brought forth, and with the same bountifulness from which it came, the food is distributed to the needy.  

This project helps young people who participate to become contributing members of the community. 

Summer Camp    

For the fourth year the Centre sponsored a three week summer environmental camp involving a total of fifty children. Besides the 

camp offered at our new location at Mt Scio we also offered a second camp again this year in Bay Bulls.  Through video presentations, 

guest speakers, field trips, drama, art, song and other experiences such as observing nature and planting seeds and seedlings we 
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The Mercy Centre for Ecology and Justice moved to a new site 

in 2010. It is now located on Mount Scio Rd., St. John‘s, on 

about an acre of land with an old farm bungalow. 
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endeavour to help children gain awareness of themselves as part of all creation and all creation 

as part of them. It is a delight to watch these children marvel at the mystery of small seeds 

growing into healthy vegetables and beautiful flowers, to see their excitement at feeding a frog 

or planting a flower garden in an old shoe and to hear them share their own ideas on recycling 

and protecting the environment.  Working with the children is inspiring and energizing for all of 

us who facilitate the program. 

Astronomical Observation Session  

In November we were greatly gifted to have the Royal Astronomical Society visit our property.  

This encounter afforded us the opportunity of experiencing telescopic views of planet Jupiter 

and its moons as well as hidden treasures in a view of open star clusters, globular clusters, 

double stars and nebula.  Just to share the experience of having space disappear between us and 

the stars, and to glimpse this energy, with the realization that these same photons pulsate 

within us and that the vibrations of this energy is beating in our hearts, draws us into mystery 

and gratitude. This will be an ongoing experience sponsored by the Centre. 

Fair Trade 

Encouraging alternative ways to protect and appreciate the gift of life is an important part of 

the ministry of Ecology and Justice. Another way in which we try to do this is through our 

efforts to change a system that puts profit before life. By promoting Fair Trade as an 

alternative to Free Trade we offer the poor a better chance to restore their human dignity and 

heal Earth.  Again this year we held a very successful Ten Thousand Villages 

Christmas Sale which has as one of its goals the alleviation of poverty and labour 

exploitation.  This Sale offers us a new way of ministering to the poor and of 

restoring human dignity to people in the Developing World and, as well, helps to 

create a deeper consciousness regarding  purchasing that ensures fairness and 

greater respect for workers.  Over the past few years we have found the idea of 

fair trade growing. There is also a readiness on the part of volunteers to help the 

poor in this way. This December some eighty-five volunteers responded to our call 

for help at the sale. 
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Ecology and Justice 

Contact: Sister Mary Tee 

Email: teersm@hotmail.com 

Website: http://www.sistersofmercynf.org/

mercyinaction/default.cfm?loadref=44 

Above:  Volunteers tend the Centre‘s 

community garden. 

Below: In November the Centre hosted a 

visit from the Royal Astronomical Society. 
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Memorial University Sustainability Office 

Memorial University Establishes a Community Garden 
 

The Memorial University community garden was launched with 

the help of over 80 student, staff and faculty volunteers in 

October 2010. 

Located between Queen‘s College and Long Pond, the garden is 

the result of a university-wide collaboration. ―The garden 

would not have happened without a collective effort,‖ said Kim 

Kelly of Career Development and Experiential Learning. 

Students, staff and faculty from various areas of the university 

have been involved from the start: from the first meeting of 

interested individuals in the fall of 2009 and the subsequent 

development of a garden proposal, to the construction of raised 

beds in the fall of 2010 and the recent establishment of a board 

of directors to manage the garden. 

Designed for use by members of the Memorial community, the 

garden will operate as a co-op. Plots will be rented on an 

annual basis and common spaces and infrastructure will be 

shared. Portions of the garden will be used for teaching and 

research and potentially used to grow food for the campus food 

bank. There will be a wheelchair accessible plot, as well as 

wheelchair access to the shed. The garden is being developed 

and maintained based on organic gardening principles.  

2010 
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From left, students Asifa Boodhun, biology; Qi Gong, business 
administration; and Xueying Ye, business, volunteer at the community 

garden site in October 2010. 



The garden has the potential to involve individuals and 

groups from all across the university including students, 

staff, faculty, children, retirees and alumni. Benefits include 

opportunities for teaching, research, volunteering, 

experiential learning, health and wellness, youth 

engagement, community building, increased activities for 

people with disabilities and awareness of food security 

issues.  

―As an island, Newfoundland is one of the most sensitive 

places in Canada regarding food security as we import almost 

everything we eat. Memorial has a unique responsibility to 

contribute to awareness of this issue,‖ said Dr. Rodolphe 

Devillers of the Geography Department. 

Toby Rowe, Memorial‘s sustainability coordinator, said the 

garden fits perfectly with the university‘s commitment to 

become more sustainable. ―Growing food locally, composting 

and water conservation all support sustainability principles,‖ 

she said. ―This project will provide an opportunity for 

students and others who might not otherwise have access to 

a garden and be a place where people can grow food in a fun 

and supportive atmosphere.‖ 

The board of directors is now developing a management 

structure for the garden and determining what tasks need to 

be completed before the garden opens. Gardening plots will 

be allocated in early April with planting to begin in June 2011. 
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Jennifer Lokash, faculty member from the Department of English and co-
chair of Memorial’s Advisory Committee on Sustainability, spreads compost 

in Memorial University’s new community garden. 

mailto:sustain@mun.ca
http://www.mun.ca/sustain


Natural History Society of Newfoundland and Labrador  
 
To celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the first 

Natural History Society in the province in 1910, four very well-

attended presentations were given in October and November in 

association with the Rooms: ―Tiny Titans of the Limestone 

Barrens - The Original Newfoundlanders: The Endemic Plants of 

the Limestone Barrens of the Great Northern Peninsula‖ by Dr. 

Luise Hermanutz; ―Labrador‘s Changing Nature - Past, Present, 

and Future‖, by Dr. John Jacobs and Mr. Andrew Trant; ―‗They 

are shocking fierce and dangerous entirely‘; A Natural History of 

the Newfoundland Wolf‖ by Mr. John Maunder; and ―Coyotes, 

Caribou and Other Critters .... Wildlife Research, Landscape 

Ecology and Citizen Science‖ by Dr. Yolanda Wiersma. The 

Society also participated in two Sunday Family Fun events at 

the Rooms: ―A Love for Leaves‖ led by Ms. Julie Huntington and 

―Animal Tracks and Signs in Winter‖ by Dr. Michael Collins. 

 

In addition to these special events, the Society sponsored the following public presentations at our regular monthly meetings on the 

third Thursday of each month: 

January - ―Coyotes, Whales, and Moose: The Geoweb Goes Wild‖ by Dr. Yolanda Wiersma 

February - cancelled due to a snow storm! 

March - Our AGM and members slide show 

April - ―The Nature of Northern California‖ by Mr. Ken Knowles 

April - ―Environmental Aspects of Offshore Petroleum Development‖ by Mr. Ken Taylor 

May - ―Photographer‘s Eye on Newfoundland and Labrador‖ by Ms. Jean Knowles. 

June - ―Bird Songs across Canada‖ by Mr. John Neville 

September - A special series of presentations in honour of the late Dr. Jon Lien. 
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Natural History Society interpretive walk on the Virginia River, St. John‘s. 
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The Society also organized several outdoor events including: 

February - Snowshoeing near Windsor Lake - (Dr. Alan Stein) 

February - Workshop on common winter gulls in St. John‘s - (Dr. Don Steele) 

May - Annual Long Pond Cleanup (Dr. John Gibson) 

June - The annual Charlie Horwood Lady Slipper walk - ( Dr. Alan Stein) 

October - Trout Watch on the Virginia River - (Dr. John Gibson) 

 

Four issues of the Society‘s journal, The Osprey, were published during the year. Mr. Ed 

Hayden has been a remarkable editor over the past three years, ensuring that the nationally 

respected Osprey publishes excellent articles on the province‘s natural environment. With 

regret, the Society accepted his resignation as editor due to his increased work commitments. 

We have been fortunate, indeed, that Ed has been willing to devote the enormous amount of 

time and effort needed to produce a quality journal, and we wish him well in his future 

endeavours. In December, the Society announced that the editorship of The Osprey would be 

taken over by two co-editors, Ms. Stephanie Porter and Ms. Jennifer Higgins, and we are 

grateful for their willingness to take on this very important role. 

 

Several members continue to represent the society on a number of governmental panels, while 

others have participated in workshops on the society‘s behalf. Examples include: 

Environment Canada Boreal Caribou National Recovery Strategy Workshop 

Lower Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project 

Stakeholder Round table on Forest health in TNNP and GMNP 

Avalon Forest Management Committee 

Bay du Nord Heritage River Management Plan 

Sandy Pond Alliance 

DFO Fish Habitat Workshop 

Provincial Land Use Planning Session 

 

We continue to make representations to governments and organizations on 

matters of environmental importance such as offshore oil exploration and drilling. 
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The Natural History Society has been 

producing its quarterly magazine The 

Osprey for over 3 decades. 
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Salmon and Trout Restoration Association of Conception Bay Central 
 

The Salmon and Trout Restoration Association of Conception Bay Central (STRACC) has enjoyed incredible success in 2010, 
from our monthly clean up/tree and reed planting projects, to our major endeavor — the Colliers River Linear Park.  
 

STRACC completed six clean up and tree planting projects in 2010: the Colliers 

River, Weavers Pond, Conception Harbour Black Duck Pond, Harbour Main, Wall's 

and Doyle's Ponds, Lakeview and Butterpot Pond and Brook, Holyrood. STRACC was 

fortunate to have had help from the Southern Cross Sea Cadets, students from 

Roncalli Central High School and CSC SWASP placements to assist group members 

and community volunteers with these monthly projects. STRACC planted some 

2000 trees and seeded wetlands with cattail and water birch in various locations 

throughout the region.  

 

STRACC's major project in 2010 was the Colliers River Linear Park. Starting in 

Spring 2010, STRACC applied for funding and assistance from a multitude of 

sources including the five Municipal Councils, and other sponsors from the business 

community of Conception Bay Central. With financial help from Salmonid 

Association of Eastern Newfoundland, we were able to secure a Conservation Corps 

Green Team to work with the three placements from the CSC SWASP Program. 

Working with group members and community volunteers, construction to redevelop 

the walking trail began in June with the removal of the condemned 1200 foot 

boardwalk located at the beginning of the trail and extending up river to the common area and picnic sites. In July, our SWASP 

placements, together with the Green Team worked to remove the cribbing and stone on which the boardwalk had been built. Once the 

materials from the condemned boardwalk had been removed, brush cutting on the overgrown trail and picnic sites commenced. The 

next step in the redevelopment of this trail, which had been closed since 2007 due to the deteriorated and unsafe condition of the 

boardwalk, was to resurface the trail with crushed stone. After having been closed for three years, the trail was reopened for the 

public's use in late August, thereby allowing hikers, anglers and Fishery Enforcement Officers access to the heavily poached upper 

section of the Colliers' River.  
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Volunteers at one of the many clean up and tree planting 

projects organized by STRACC in the Conception Bay 

Central region.  
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Since the inception of this redevelopment project during the winter of 

2009/10, STRACC has been planning and are currently building a gazebo to 

serve as an Outdoor Classroom / Interpretive Center. Construction started 

on November 22nd with repair of storm damage to the trail and site 

preparation for the gazebo. STRACC partnered with the Colliers' Town 

Council on a JCP Grant in May 2010. With two employees and less than 

$2000 in capital investment, STRACC is moving forward with this regional 

recreation / education project. With the help of sponsors and the funds 

STRACC raised through our Fund Raiser Lottery in August / September, we 

hope to have the Outdoor Classroom completed for use by area students 

early in the new year. 

 

In addition to these projects, STRACC also published its first newsletter 

(available on our website) that was distributed to every mailbox in the CBC 

region. We are in planning a follow-up brochure to inform area residents of 

completed projects and proposed projects for 2011. The Atlantic Salmon 

Journal published an article about STRACC in the Fall 2010 edition, and 

there have been numerous local newspaper articles about our projects 

throughout this past year. STRACC recently completed our second Capacity 

Building training seminar — Communications; the first was on Strategic 

Planning, and we have since applied for a Proposal Writing training seminar 

to better help us with our greatest obstacle, securing adequate funding for 

larger projects.  

 

Though STRACC has come a long way in our first two years, there is so much 

more to do in this area regarding the conservation and restoration of 

salmon/trout habitats and stocks. STRACC owes our success to our sponsors, 

volunteers, especially the youth and our dedicated members and STRACC 

hopes to do bigger and better projects in 2011. 
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In October 2010 STRACC was awarded the Salmonid Association of 

Eastern Newfoundland‘s Guenther Berh Award — a merit-based 

award given to a group or individual that has made a significant 

contribution to conservation, restoration and education 

pertaining to salmon and trout stocks and habitats in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

mailto:straccgroup@live.ca
http://stracc.com


Sierra Club Atlantic 
 

Sierra Club Atlantic has concentrated its efforts in this province on 

two areas: climate-change and sustainable energy, and health of 

terrestrial and marine ecosystems. 

On the first front, we wrote submissions1 to the provincial discussion paper on climate 

change. As a part of the Atlantic Canada Sustainable Energy Coalition, we have 

evaluated progress of the Atlantic region toward its stated greenhouse emission 

reduction goals and identified the critical gaps needed urgent action (click here2). We 

have educated public on the issues of climate change (e.g.: see Letter to the editor3). 

To promote reduction of greenhouse emissions at local scale, we organized, together 

with MUN partners, a public forum on sustainable transportation. We also participated 

in the public consultations on the City of St. John‘s cycling plan, submitted written 

comments and published an open-ed4 on the subject in the Telegram.  

In defending terrestrial ecosystems, we advocate banning the use of the synthetic 

pesticides for cosmetic purposes on our lawns, and we are a founding member of the 

Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides-Newfoundland and Labrador. We are engaged in 

the defence of the Sandy Pond, seeing it as a troubling precedent in the wholesale 

destruction of a natural pond for the sake of financial savings by a multinational 

corporation (link to Sandy Pond action alert5).  

Health of our coastal and ocean ecosystems is important both from the conservation point of view and as a crucial element without 

which the economy and the culture of this province will not have a future. We joined the public debate on these issues, writing a 

response6 to the provincial discussion document on coastal-and-ocean-management. We spoke out about the lessons of the oil spill in 
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Sierra's information booth at the Lantern Festival. 
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the Gulf of Mexico to the oil industry and its regulators in this province (see the 

submission on the coastal management link above; also this Letter to the editor7). We 

raised these points at the meeting with representatives of the office of Auditor General 

organized by NLEN. On the sustainable fishery, Sierra Club was an observer at a recent 

NAFO meeting (see media release8). We engaged the media on marine protected areas 

as one of the conditions for sustainable fisheries (particularly Fred Windsor, speaking up 

in the lions den of CBC's Fishery Broadcast). 

We have educated the public on these issues at various public events (Earth Hour, Earth 

Day, Festival of Lights, etc.) Despite severe funding cuts, which resulted in lay-offs and 

a temporary closure of our St. John's office, we hope to continue our work toward a 

better environment in this province.  

1. http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/en/publications/response-public-discussion-document-%E2%80%

9Cclimate-change-responding-climate-change-newfoundl 

2. http://www.sierraclub.ca/en/media/release/greenhouse-emissions-newfoundland-and-labrador  

3. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/may-22-letters-to-the-editor/article1577631/page3/ 

4. http://www.thetelegram.com/Opinion/Letters-to-the-editor/2010-07-23/article-1602341/Two-sides-to

-the-cycling-plan/1 

5. http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/action-alert/save-sandy-pond  

6. http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/publications/coastal-and-ocean-management-newfoundland-and-

labrador 

7. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/aug-20-letters-to-the-editor/article1679026/ 

8. http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/media/release/sierra-club-atlantic-calls-nafo-halt-frontier-fisheries-

and-ensure-ocean-recovery 
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Sierra Club supports banning cosmetic pesticides 

which are pose danger to people and animals, 

affecting even people who do not wish to use 

them (here neighbours, and passing drivers and 

pedestrians, sprayed not by an amateur sprayer, 

but by a trained landscape professional). 
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GET IN TOUCH >> Sierra Club Atlantic 

Contact: Piotr Trela 

Email: petrelnl@gmail.com 

Website: http://www.sierraclub.ca/atlantic/ 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/aug-20-letters-to-the-editor/article1679026/
http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/media/release/sierra-club-atlantic-calls-nafo-halt-frontier-fisheries-and-ensure-ocean-recovery
http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/en/publications/response-public-discussion-document-“climate-change-responding-climate-change-newfoundl
http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/en/publications/response-public-discussion-document-“climate-change-responding-climate-change-newfoundl
http://www.sierraclub.ca/en/media/release/greenhouse-emissions-newfoundland-and-labrador
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/may-22-letters-to-the-editor/article1577631/page3/
http://www.thetelegram.com/Opinion/Letters-to-the-editor/2010-07-23/article-1602341/Two-sides-to-the-cycling-plan/1
http://www.thetelegram.com/Opinion/Letters-to-the-editor/2010-07-23/article-1602341/Two-sides-to-the-cycling-plan/1
http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/action-alert/save-sandy-pond
http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/media/release/sierra-club-atlantic-calls-nafo-halt-frontier-fisheries-and-ensure-ocean-recovery
http://atlantic.sierraclub.ca/en/media/release/sierra-club-atlantic-calls-nafo-halt-frontier-fisheries-and-ensure-ocean-recovery
mailto:petrelnl@gmail.com
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Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Educators   
 

Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Educators (NLEE) is a growing 

network of people who have a passion for teaching about environmental issues. 

We are teachers, interpreters, youth leaders, government and non-government 

educators – anyone who teaches formally or informally about the natural world 

around us, and our role in that world. NLEE brings together educators to meet 

and share with others who know the rewards and challenges in presenting 

environmental information. Together we pool resources, share techniques and 

celebrate the great strides that are being made in environmental education in 

our province. 

As NLEE enters their second year, the organization is pleased to announce some 

great successes! Over the past year, three ‗Connections Events‘ were held 

across the province – in Stephenville, Burin and Corner Brook – which provided 

opportunities for environmental educators of all backgrounds to connect, share 

ideas and information, and make lasting contacts in the community. This past 

November, NLEE held its second annual Workshop and AGM in Traytown, Newfoundland. Thirty educators across the province joined 

together for an inspirational and educational weekend at the Pine Tree Lodge, where guest speaker Alan Warner shared some 

incredible projects and stories around ‗Educating through Sustainable Stories‘. Other sessions included ‗Educating through Film, 

‗Energizing Adults‘, and ‗Experiential Learning‘.  

Throughout the past year, NLEE launched their website, increased their 

membership, created a newsletter, became incorporated, and hired their first 

staff person. In the New Year, NLEE will be focusing on new ‗Connections 

Events‘ and other professional development opportunities, setting up their 

online database of educational resources, and will also be developing a new 

logo. Take part in all that NLEE has to offer by becoming a member.  
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GET IN TOUCH >> Newfoundland and 

Labrador Environmental Educators   

Contact: Denise Hennebury 

Email: info@nlee.ca  

Website: http://nlee.ca  

mailto:info@nlee.ca
mailto:whales@nl.rogers.com
http://nlee.ca
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Whale Release and Strandings  
 

Whale Release and Strandings is a non-profit group that responds to whales, leatherback 

sea turtles and basking sharks entrapped in fishing gear, ice entrapped or stranded on the 

shoreline. The group also conducts research projects and provides education outreach to 

fishers, community groups and schools on marine habitat and animal life in Newfoundland 

and Labrador waters. Our goals include: assisting fishers in the release of whales and 

other large marine animals from fishing gear, releasing entrapped animals as quickly and 

safely as possible, collecting information from locals regarding marine animals that 

inhabit their respective areas, and improving the scientific knowledge of these species 

around Newfoundland and Labrador. 
 

This has been a successful year for Whale Release and Strandings! In addition to managing 

whale and turtle strandings, entanglements, and sightings throughout the province, we have also effectively completed numerous 

outreach goals for the year. With the help of Laura Temple, a YMCA eco-intern hired in January, a new website was launched 

(www.newfoundlandwhales.net) to provide information to the public about our local species of whales and the leatherback turtle, as 

well as promote our organization and the strandings/entanglements hotline (1-888-895-3003). During the summer we hired three 

students through the YMCA (Janet Mann), Canada Summer Jobs (Jeremy Dwyer), and Student Work and Service Program (SWASP; Henny 

Buffinga). In June, as part of a Habitat Stewardship Program (HSP) project, Laura accompanied these students on a trip to the Burin 

Peninsula to meet with local fishers and exchange information regarding leatherback turtle sightings and entrapments. This project 

continued into August where our representatives visited Twillingate, Fogo, Trinity, and Bonavista to meet with recreational fishers and 

boat operators about the proper code of conduct during marine mammal encounters. A whale watching photography contest was 

established to encourage recreational fishers to submit marine mammal and leatherback sea turtle photographs around the province. 

This contest was very successful as we received some great photos from 

various parts of the island. 
 

On top of these accomplishments we have had some unique opportunities 

as well. Members of our organization also attended conferences in Hawaii 

(regarding large whale euthanasia) and Washington (National Marine 

Animal Health & Strandings Network Conference). 
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GET IN TOUCH >> Whale Release and Strandings 

Contact: Wayne Ledwell 

Email: whales@nl.rogers.com 

Website: www.newfoundlandwhales.net  

Leatherback sea turtle swimming at the surface 

near the Change Islands. 

http://www.newfoundlandwhales.net/
mailto:whales@nl.rogers.com
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http://www.newfoundlandwhales.net


NLEN Celebrates 20 Years: 1990-2010 

The NLEN marked its 20th birthday in 2010! We contacted a few of our alumni and asked them to share 

some of their memories of the past two decades.  

 

I had the good fortune to live in Newfoundland from 1990 to 2000, 

and to work with the NLEN and its members in various capacities 

during that time. It was an exciting time to be an environmentalist 

in Newfoundland and Labrador, with increasing attention being paid 

to forestry issues and newly emerging challenges in mineral 

development, climate change and recycling. Two factors stand out 

in particular, however. The first was the collapse of the northern 

cod stocks, and of course the shock waves from that cataclysmic 

event are still reverberating throughout Atlantic Canada. The second 

important force in the early 1990s was the confluence of two 

proposals to import waste into the province; one to power a "waste-

to-energy" incinerator in Argentia, and the second to dump toxic 

asbestos wastes in the abandoned pits in Baie Verte. The 

significance of these proposed projects is that neither happened; 

indeed they generated huge public outrage and an increase in 

support for environmental issues in general. Our collective efforts in successfully combating those proposals is something we can all 

take pride in.  

I left Newfoundland in 2000 but have continued to stay involved in environmental issues; currently with WWF-Canada's Arctic program. I 

may have shifted my attention north of the treeline but I still miss the forests and barrens of Newfoundland and Labrador, as well as 

the many fine people who encouraged and mentored and inspired me - Bob Diamond, Greg Mitchell, Raelene Young, and many, many 

more. Thank you.   

                      Martin von Mirbach, former NLEN coordinator 
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NLEN AGM early 1990s, St. John‘s.  



NLEN Celebrates 20 Years: 1990– 2010 (continued) 

 

In 1976 I realized that spraying forests with lethal pesticides was not a 

good idea and became the Chairman of the first west coast (of 

Newfoundland) environmental group called Ecowatch.  In truth, the 

fight against Fenitrothion and Matacil wore me out after several years 

and I retired from the scene. By chance, in the early nineties, I ran into 

Bob Diamond one day and he encouraged me to a new beginning and 

introduced me to Martin von Mirbach of the Newfoundland and 

Labrador Environment Network. Now there was a network of people 

(too many to name) who were organized (NLEN) and who were on the 

side of the good guys.  The world was ours.  John Lannon went on a 

hunger strike and I decided that I needed to do more. 

We, under many guises, went on to continue the pesticide fight, 

suggest ways to clean up forestry practices and stop the construction of 

large dams for hydroelectricity in fish bearing waters. We won the 

battles on the Humber River, the Terra Nova and several others, and 

chemical sprays in the forests are now taboo. A major tool at our disposal by this time was the court system and with the ‗pro bono‘ 

help of Shelley Senior, David King and Nick Avis we won a few seemingly minor battles in the courts and we lost a few.  However, the 

public were watching! 

The members of the Newfoundland Environment Network were the best supporters, backbenchers and Friday evening drinkers we could 

ever hope for.  By 2001, I was once again tired and after serving a stint as skipper on the Starlet, for the Forest Action Network in 

British Columbia as a break from Newfoundland things, I turned my attention to aboriginal matters. A change is as good as a rest.  

However, I have maintained all my relationships with my NLEN friends and always will. I can‘t think of a better bunch of people to have 

grown old with!  Thank you all. 

           Greg Mitchell, former NLEN Coordinator and Steering Committee Member 
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NLEN AGM 2000: Great Harbour Deep, Northern Peninsula.  
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NLEN Celebrates 20 Years: 1990– 2010 (continued) 
1 

It is easy to allow the boundaries of St. John‘s to define your existence. Everybody you need 

to talk to in government is there; the university is there; the media is there. Despite being 

from Central Newfoundland, in the early 1990s I had that St. John‘s centre of the universe 

mentality. 

The Conservation Corps began in 1992 as a project of the Economic Recovery Commission.  I 

was hired to develop its projects and means of functioning. The result was the Green Teams. 

What the Green Teams required were projects and support province wide. The Environment 

Network was a logical and natural fit to what we were hoping to do. 

The Environment Network was important because it gave the Conservation Corps that 

province wide outlook the Corps required. However, NLEN‘s worth to me went far beyond 

that. The network exposed me to people and viewpoints from across the province. These 

were people with the same interest, passion and conflicts about the environment as myself. 

People who provided me support when needed and set me straight when needed. 

I have fond memories of those days with the Network. In particular was the ‗Gainst the Tide‘ 

conference (and AGM) in 1995.  Successful beyond compare, it tackled the collapse of the 

ground fishery with an outstanding selection of presenters and events. I organised that 

conference BUT everything that made it a success had been suggested (and in some cases – 

put in place) by others in the network; collaborative working at its best!  The best memory was hearing clips from the conference on 

CBC radio‘s ―As IT Happens‖ the following week as I was driving across the province. 

I am glad to be back in Newfoundland working for the Northeast Avalon Atlantic Coastal Action Program and again involved with NLEN. 

Don Quigley, NLEN Acting Chair 1995 

Executive Director, NAACAP 
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NLEN AGM 2006: Brother Brennan Centre, 
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NLEN Members and Associate Members — 2010  
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MUN Botanical Garden 

MUN Project Green 

Natural History Society of Newfoundland and Labrador 

Nature Conservancy of Canada 

Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Educators  

Newfoundland and Labrador Women's Institutes 

Northeast Avalon Atlantic Coastal Action Program 

Oxfam Canada (St. John's) 

Partridge Forever Society 

Protected Areas Association of NL 

Quidi Vidi Rennie's River Development Foundation 

Sierra Club of Canada - Atlantic Canada Chapter 

Salmon and Trout Restoration Association of Conception 

Bay Central 

Torbay Environment and Trails Committee 

Walk the Line Sustainability Project 

Western Environment Centre 

Whale Release and Stranding 

World Wildlife Fund - NL 

Atlantic Coastal Action Program Humber Arm Environmental Assn 

Burgeo Tidy Towns Action Group 

Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society - NL 

Central Labrador Environmental Action Network, Inc.  

Conservation Corps Newfoundland and Labrador 

Council of Canadians (St. John's Chapter) 

East Coast Trail Association 

Environmental Education Commission 

Food Education Action St. John's  

Food Security Network of Newfoundland and Labrador 

Friends of Pippy Park 

Grand Riverkeeper Labrador, Inc. 

International Appalachian Trails NL 

Kelligrews Ecological Enhancement Program  

LETS Barter Network 

Memorial University Advisory Committee on Sustainability 

Mercy Centre for Ecology and Justice 

MI Ocean Net 

Model Forest of Newfoundland and Labrador 

NLEN Steering Committee — 2010  

Margaret McKeon — NLEN Co-chair (Atlantic Coastal Action 

Program Humber Arm Environmental Assn)  

Julie Huntington — NLEN Co-chair (Whale Release and Stranding)  

Marjorie Evans — NLEN Treasurer (Natural History Society of NL)  

Roberta Frampton Benefiel  (Grand Riverkeeper) 

Justin Dearing  (MI Ocean Net) 

June Hiscock  (Burgeo Tidy Towns)  

Sister Mary Tee  (Mercy Centre for Ecology & Justice)  

Piotr Trela  (Sierra Club of Canada – Atlantic Chapter)  



NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR ENVIRONMENT NETWORK  

Office location:  Environmental Gathering Place, 172 Military Road, St. John's, NL  

Postal address: P.O. Box 5125, Stn. C,  St. John‘s, NL  A1C 5V5 

Phone: 709.753.7898   I    Fax: 709.726.2764   I    nlen.ed@gmail.com   I   www.nlen.ca 


